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lectronic structure of the
centrosymmetric skyrmion magnet GdRu2Si2†

S. V. Eremeev, *a D. Glazkova,b G. Poelchen, c A. Kraiker,d K. Ali,e A. V. Tarasov,bi

S. Schulz,c K. Kliemt, d E. V. Chulkov, bfgh V. S. Stolyarov,ijk A. Ernst, l

C. Krellner, d D. Yu. Usachov bik and D. V. Vyalikh *hm

The discovery of a square magnetic-skyrmion lattice in GdRu2Si2, with the smallest so far found skyrmion

size and without a geometrically frustrated lattice, has attracted significant attention. In this work, we

present a comprehensive study of surface and bulk electronic structures of GdRu2Si2 by utilizing

momentum-resolved photoemission (ARPES) measurements and first-principles calculations. We show

how the electronic structure evolves during the antiferromagnetic transition when a peculiar helical

order of 4f magnetic moments within the Gd layers sets in. A nice agreement of the ARPES-derived

electronic structure with the calculated one has allowed us to characterize the features of the Fermi

surface (FS), unveil the nested region along kz at the corner of the 3D FS, and reveal their orbital

compositions. Our findings suggest that the Ruderman–Kittel–Kasuya–Yosida interaction plays a decisive

role in stabilizing the spiral-like order of Gd 4f moments responsible for the skyrmion physics in

GdRu2Si2. Our results provide a deeper understanding of electronic and magnetic properties of this

material, which is crucial for predicting and developing novel skyrmion-based systems.
1 Introduction

The centrosymmetric antiferromagnet GdRu2Si2 (TN of ∼46 K),
which crystallizes in the ThCr2Si2 structure with I4/mmm
symmetry1–3 is well known from the early 1980s. Recently, it has
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returned to the focus of research efforts with the discovery of
a square magnetic skyrmion lattice without a geometrically
frustrated lattice.4 This skyrmion phase appears in an external
magnetic eld of 2–2.5 T at temperatures below 20 K. Although
the magnetic properties of GdRu2Si2 have been studied in great
detail over the years,1–3,5–9 the appearance of the skyrmion phase
has renewed and intensied the discussions about this mate-
rial, especially concerning the reason and origin of skyrmion
physics.4,10–13 It is worth noting that the discovered square sky-
rmion lattice has a constant of 1.9 nm, the smallest skyrmion
size observed to date, which makes it attractive for the devel-
opment of next-generation high-density, low-power magnetic
memory devices.4,11

For further studies on the properties of this material and
prediction of possible candidates which could reveal unusual
magnetic-skyrmion properties as well, detailed information
about surface and bulk electronic structures and, most impor-
tantly, on how the electronic structure gets modied upon the
antiferromagnetic transition is highly desirable. The latter can
be derived from momentum-resolved photoemission (ARPES)
measurements combined with ab initio calculations. The
curious question here is in how far it is possible to detect the
stabilization of the helical long-range in-plane magnetic order
of Gd 4f moments appearing at the zero magnetic eld in the
ARPES patterns. The next essential question is about the Fermi
surface (FS) and its intrinsic properties. Recently, contradicting
results were presented for the properties of the three-
dimensional (3D) FS. In a recent theoretical study,10 the
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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nested region near the G-point was manifested and it was
declared to be responsible for the skyrmion physics in GdRu2-
Si2. However, the results of ref. 14, which also present a detailed
overview of the actual discussion about the properties of
GdRu2Si2, do not conrm the nested region near the G-point.
This calls for a direct experimental visualization of the Fermi
surface and further exploration of its properties via ARPES
measurements.

Here, we present a detailed study of the electronic structure
and discuss FS properties for GdRu2Si2 obtained from ARPES
measurements and ab initio density functional theory (DFT)
calculations. The latter has been performed for the bulk and for
a nite system (slab) that allows us to distinguish surface
resonances and surface states for different surface terminations
and separate them from the bulk states. Note that most of the
surface electron states were observed for the Si-terminated
surface of GdRu2Si2, where the topmost Gd layer is hidden by
the Si–Ru–Si surface trilayer block. In our study, this surface will
be the main focus.

First, our analysis of GdRu2Si2 will be focused on the char-
acterization of the electronic structure in the paramagnetic
phase, which shows a good agreement between experiment and
theory. In the AFM ordered phase, our ARPES measurements
reveal a pseudogap which is seen as a kind of a “sickle-moon”
feature near the Fermi level (EF) in the structure of the bulk
projected bands taken along the �M–�X– �M direction of the
surface Brillouin zone (BZ). Our theoretical analysis indicates
that this feature is directly linked with the formation of a spiral
structure of Gd 4f moments within the basal plane. Further-
more, the agreement between the ARPES-derived electronic
structure and the one based on DFT calculations enables
a comprehensive characterization of bulk and surface states,
including their properties and orbital compositions. Here, we
found that in contrast to earlier predictions the FS near the G-
point does not exhibit nesting properties. Instead, nesting
occurs near the corner of the BZ with a vector along [100]([010]),
which connects kz-dispersion-less states with essential Gd
d contribution. The size of the nesting vector ts well to
describe the properties of the spiral magnetic structure. This
indicates that the electronic states in this BZ region are most
essential for a RKKY-mediated coupling of Gd 4f moments via
Gd d states at the Fermi level. These results are in line with
those recently reported in ref. 14. Lastly, we discuss the results
of a theoretical modelling with stretching of the unit cell within
the basal plane, analysing the modications of the corner-
nested region of the BZ. The obtained results allow us to
propose the most plausible scenario for the emergence of the
helical AFM phase in GdRu2Si2.

2 Results
2.1 Calculated electronic structure of the paramagnetic
GdRu2Si2 (001) surfaces

We begin with a theoretical analysis of the surface electronic
structure of the paramagnetic GdRu2Si2 obtained from ab initio
DFT calculations. Similar to many other RET2Si2 materials,15 the
predominant cleavage plane of a single crystal of GdRu2Si2 (001)
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
is between Si- and Gd-atomic layers,11 leaving behind either a Si-
or Gd-terminated surface. Therefore, to determine surface
electron states and separate them from bulk electron bands, an
asymmetric slab terminated by Si and Gd on either side was
used allowing us to trace bulk-like bands, band gaps as well as
surface-related states for both terminations. Thus, in this way,
theoretically derived electron states for the Gd and Si surfaces of
GdRu2Si2 (001) are shown in Fig. 1a and b, respectively. The
surface electron states are shown in blue overlaid with the tan-
colored kz-projected bulk states. The latter are obtained by
projecting the bulk electron bands of the paramagnetic spec-
trum (see ESI, Section A†) onto the (001) surface, perpendicular
to the z direction. The strongly localized Gd 4f orbitals were
treated as a frozen core approximation.

Both surfaces reveal a number of surface-related electron
states. While some of them overlap strongly with the bulk
bands, others reside within large projected band gaps. As we
will see further, the theoretically derived spectral patterns agree
well with those obtained in the momentum-resolved photo-
emission experiment. The in-gap surface states seen for the Si
surface are almost fully localized within the topmost trilayer Si–
Ru–Si block and are mainly composed of Ru 4d orbitals with
different symmetries (lower panel of Fig. 1c). We mark a few
examples of such states by using the colored (red, light blue and
purple) circles in Fig. 1b and present their density proles jJ2j
in the upper panel of Fig. 1c. The lack of their overlap with the
Gd layer makes these surface states rather insensitive to the
stabilization of a spin-spiral magnetic order in the AFM phase of
GdRu2Si2. However, other surface states considerably overlap
with the bulk projected states and penetrate into their
continuum. Hence, it is reasonable to anticipate that those
states, like the one labelled in green situated between �G and �X
close to the EF, should get modied when the exotic magnetic
order on the Gd sublattice sets in. We will discuss the sensitivity
of these states to the magnetic order in detail later in compar-
ison with our experimental ARPES results.
2.2 ARPES

To comprehensively explore the complex electronic structure of
paramagnetic GdRu2Si2, we performed detailed ARPES
measurements and compared the obtained results with those
derived from our rst principles calculations. In the rst two
rows of Fig. 2, we present the experimentally derived electronic
structure taken from the Si-termination of a freshly cleaved
GdRu2Si2 single crystal at 50 K along the �G– �M, �G–�X and �X– �M
directions of the surface BZ. The ARPES pattern was obtained at
a photon energy of 50 eV with horizontal (LH) and vertical (LV)
polarizations shown in the rst and second row of Fig. 2,
respectively. In the third row, we display the kz-projected bulk
states along the same high-symmetry directions as in the
experiment. Similar to Fig. 1, the tan-colored bulk states are
overlaid with the slab-derived surface and surface-resonant
states depicted in blue for the paramagnetic, Si-terminated
GdRu2Si2 (001) surface.

The good agreement between experiment and theory allows
us to easily identify and differentiate between the surface-
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 6678–6687 | 6679



Fig. 1 Electronic structure of the paramagnetic phase of GdRu2Si2 (001) calculated for Gd- (a) and Si-terminated (b) surfaces. The tan-shaded
area corresponds to the surface-projected bulk band structure, whereas the black lines are the result of a slab model. The size of blue dots
reflects the weights of the surface states. Large colored circles in (b) mark the states whose spatial distribution is shown in (c) in the same colors.
(c) Upper panel: electron density distribution (integrated over the ab plane) of the surface electron states marked in (b). Vertical lines reveal the
positions of Gd (pink) and Si–Ru–Si (black) atomic layers. Lower panel: spatial distributions for the “red”, “light blue”, and “purple” surface states.

Fig. 2 Comparison between ARPES spectra and DFT-derived band structures for the paramagnetic Si-terminated (001) surface of GdRu2Si2
along �G– �M (a), �G–�X (b), and �X– �M (c) directions measured with linear horizontal (LH) (top row) and linear vertical (LV) (middle row) light polar-
izations. The bottom row presents the DFT-derived band structure shown in the same energy window for better comparison with ARPES data.

6680 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 6678–6687 © 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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related bands and the bulk-projected electronic structure in the
ARPES patterns. This gives us a good starting point for the
subsequent evaluation of how these states evolve when the
peculiar spiral magnetic order of Gd 4f moments stabilizes in
the AFM phase of GdRu2Si2. First, we will focus on the bulk
states close to EF, their properties and orbital composition.
Based on ref. 10, special attention will be paid to the areas near
high-symmetry points and, in particular, the center of the BZ.
Secondly, we will investigate the behavior of the surface-related
states which overlap with the bulk states (labelled in green in
Fig. 1b). Lastly, we can then discuss and analyse the whole
Fermi surface as derived from ARPES measurements and DFT
calculations.
2.3 Effect of the spin spiral on the electronic structure of
GdRu2Si2

Aer cooling the GdRu2Si2 sample below the spiral-AFM phase
transition to a temperature of 19 K, we found that the ARPES
patterns did not reveal large modications of the electronic
structure. Nevertheless, a number of subtle changes could be
observed. One of the most visible changes is the emergence of
Fig. 3 (a) Low-temperature ARPES data taken at 19 K along the �M–�X– �M
indicates the “sickle-moon” shaped pseudogap which appears in the bul
GdRu2Si2 computed along the �M–�X– �M direction and projected along kz.
Gd 4f moments are rotated within the yz-plane with a propagation vecto
electron structure of the spiral-AFM ordered GdRu2Si2 calculated within t
the �M–�X– �M direction of the original 1× 1 BZ. The inset shows the 1× 1 (b
but for the �M–�Y– �M direction. (f) Superposition of the bulk projected elect
will be discussed later (see Fig. 6d and e).

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
a narrow bright feature (“pseudogap”) in the bulk-projected
spectrum, which can be seen as a kind of “sickle-moon”
feature near EF. This feature is presented in Fig. 3a in the ARPES
data taken along the �M–�X– �M direction of the surface BZ with
the “pseudogap” being indicated by a blue arrow. For compar-
ison, in Fig. 3b we show the projection of the calculated bulk
states for the paramagnetic phase onto the same �M–�X– �M
direction of the surface BZ. This clearly demonstrates a homo-
geneous density of bulk states near the �X point in the discussed
vicinity of the Fermi level. Having observed the ARPES-derived
signature of the spiral-AFM order of the Gd 4f moments, our
next aim was a corresponding appropriate theoretical
modeling. Being able to compute and achieve good agreement
with the experiment would allow us to understand the ground
state on the basis of rst principles calculations the reasons for
such a peculiar magnetic order in the AFM phase of GdRu2Si2.

To simulate the spiral-AFM phase, we constructed a bulk 5 ×

1 × 1 supercell, in which the spin spiral corresponding to Q =

0.20 (in units 2p/a) is dened as schematically shown in Fig. 3c.
In this supercell the spin magnetic moment on each subse-
quent Gd plane along the x direction is rotated by f = 40°. Note
that it is slightly different from f = 36° which corresponds to
direction of the surface BZ in the AFM phase of GdRu2Si2. A blue arrow
k continuum states below TN. (b) Bulk electron states for paramagnetic
(c) The 5 × 1 × 1 supercell of GdRu2Si2 in the ordered phase where the
r ofQ= 0.2 (in units 2p/a), along the x direction. (d) The bulk-projected
he 5× 1 supercell with the spin spiral propagated along x unfolded onto
lack) and 5 × 1 (red) BZs projected on (001). (e) The same as in panel (d)
ron states shown in panels (d) and (e). Themeaning of the highlightedD

Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 6678–6687 | 6681
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the experimentally derived incommensurate spiral propagation
vector of Q = 0.22(2p/a).4 As we will see below, the small
difference of Q = 0.20 from Q = 0.22 is not essential for the
following analysis. The kz-projected bulk band structure
unfolded onto the �M–�X– �M direction (perpendicular to the spin
spiral propagation, Fig. 3d) of the original 1 × 1 BZ shows that
the main changes compared to the paramagnetic case occur
close to the �X point and near EF where density of bulk states
becomes inhomogeneous, having an increased density at the
very bottom and a reduced one at EF. The spectrum calculated
along the �M–�Y– �M direction (along the spin spiral propagation,
Fig. 3e) also demonstrates its main changes at �Y (which is
equivalent to �X in the original 1 × 1 BZ in the paramagnetic
case); however, the reduced density can be found here at lower
energies while the increased density lies at higher energies
closer to EF. Taking into account that the magnetic spirals along
x and y directions must be equiprobable due to symmetry
reasons, and that ARPES should acquire a mixture of magnetic
domains with different spiral directions, the superposition of
the spectra calculated for directions along and perpendicular to
the magnetic spiral is presented in Fig. 3f, which shows the
presence of a pseudogap in the continuum of the bulk states
below EF (a narrow area of a reduced density of the bulk states).
This is in excellent agreement with the experiment. Thus, this
observation serves as direct photoemission evidence for the
presence of the spiral-AFM phase in the low-temperature limit.
2.4 Electronic structure of the Si-terminated surface of
spiral-AFM GdRu2Si2

Next we explore how the spin-spiral AFM order is reected in the
properties of the surface electron states, in particular for the Si-
terminated surface of GdRu2Si2. Fig. 4a and b show the ARPES
data taken along the �G–�X direction in the paramagnetic and
spiral-AFM phase, respectively.

The spectra reveal prominent bands located in the energy
range of −0.2 eV up to and crossing EF. Our calculations allow
us to identify these bands as surface resonances, which pene-
trate deep into the material overlapping with the bulk band
states (Fig. 1b and c, marked in green). Below the spiral-AFM
Fig. 4 ARPES data taken along the �G–�X direction at 50 K (a) and at 19 K (b
were performed using a photon energy of 50 eV with linear vertical (s) p
resonant state. (c) Unfolded calculated spectrum (shown in red) of the Si-
(along the propagation of the spin spiral) and �G–�Y (perpendicular to the
thickness for the paramagnetic phase is imposed (blue curves), and weig
the Gd 5d orbitals for the paramagnetic phase.

6682 | Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 6678–6687
transition these states exhibit notable changes. Particularly, in
the paramagnetic phase the photoemission intensity of these
states varies smoothly along the spectral structure, while at low
temperature an oscillatory modication of the intensity distri-
bution can be observed. To reveal the origin of this intensity
redistribution, we expand the 5× 1 supercell bulk calculation to
a supercell slab calculation for the spiral-AFM phase. Fig. 4c
shows the spectrum of the Si-terminated (001) surface of
GdRu2Si2 unfolded onto the �G–�X (along the propagation of the
spin spiral) and the �G–�Y (perpendicular to the spin spiral)
directions of the 1 × 1 BZ. Compared to the band structure of
the paramagnetic phase (blue lines in Fig. 4c), both electronic
structures almost coincide for the direction of the spiral prop-
agation (�G–�X), whereas in the perpendicular direction (�G–�Y ) the
band distribution considerably changes.

Near EF, the Gd 5d contribution to these states is almost
equally determined by dx2−y2 and dxz(dyz) orbitals (see Fig. 4d).
With the spin spiral propagating along the x direction, the spin
rotates in the yz-plane and clearly affects the dyz orbitals but
seems to have no inuence on the dxz orbital. Hence, when the
surface resonant state penetrates into these bulk states, where
the weight of Gd 5d orbitals is considerable, it should experi-
ence the effect of spiral-AFM order in the bulk. Again, due to the
mixture of x- and y-spiral magnetic domains, in ARPES this
modication manifests itself in both −�X–�G and �G–�X directions
leading to a subtle but clearly notable effect.
2.5 Fermi surface and possible origin of the spin spiral

In ref. 10, the properties of the three-dimensional FS were
intensively discussed. There, it was argued that nesting prop-
erties found in the center of the BZ are the key points for the
formation of the spin-spiral magnetic order in the AFM phase of
GdRu2Si2 and dene the skyrmion physics in this material. To
explore this point in detail, we present the calculated FS for the
paramagnetic phase of GdRu2Si2 (Fig. 5a and b) with the
experimentally derived FS from ARPES measurements (part of
Fig. 5c). To simplify the analysis, we combine the ARPES data
with the calculated band structure projected along the kz
direction onto the (001) surface as shown in the le side of
), that is, above and below the bulk TN, respectively. The measurements
olarization. The orange highlighted spot marks an area of the surface
terminated GdRu2Si2 (001) surface for the spiral-AFM phase along �G–�X
spin spiral) directions. The spectrum of the GdRu2Si2 slab of the same
hts of the surface states are demonstrated by blue dots. (d) Weights of

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 5 Fermi surface (FS) for GdRu2Si2 in the paramagnetic phase presented for the first BZ (a) and for the reciprocal lattice unit (b). In panel (b),
band 1 is not shown for simplicity; the left outset shows the top perspective view of band 4. (c) Projection of the calculated FS on the (001)
surface. The red and blue framed parts show the ARPES-derived FS maps obtained with photon energies of hn = 50 eV and hn = 110 eV,
respectively. The red arrow indicates the proposed nested region in the 3D FS while the blue arrow shows the region near the center of the BZ,
which was discussed in ref. 10.
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Fig. 5c. Based on this comparison, we see a close to perfect
agreement between experiment and theory, indicating that our
calculations reliably describe all bands in the vicinity of EF. The
four bands which form the FS are labeled as 1–4.

In ref. 10 it was proposed that band 3, which is highlighted
in red in Fig. 5a and b, is mostly barrel-shaped and therefore
provides good nesting conditions where the diameter of the
barrel ts well to the wave number Q = 0.22(2p/a) of the spin
spiral. We indicate the respective region by using a blue arrow
around the �G point in Fig. 5c. However, based on our DFT
results, we offer a different interpretation. First, we nd that
band 3 differs considerably more from a barrel-like shape than
previously proposed and instead looks more ellipsoidal with
a signicant kz dispersion centered around the Z-point of the
BZ. In this regard, our calculations suggest that there are no
strong nesting properties for this band.

On the other hand, our calculations indicate that band 4,
which is situated around the �M point, reveals nesting proper-
ties. This band shows almost no kz-dispersion in the �M–�X lateral
direction. To better visualize this fact, we present in the outset
of Fig. 5b the discussed band 4 from the top perspective. In this
top view projection, it is clearly visible that the �M–�X cuts have
no kz dispersion since they meet in single points. This nesting
vector is highlighted by a red arrow at the corner of BZ in the FS
shown in Fig. 5c. Furthermore, it is important to note that these
points have a high density of states and possess a strong
contribution from Gd 5d states, which are essential for the
exchange interaction and will be discussed next.

To understand the relation between the spiral period and the
features of the band structure, we analyze the orbital composition
of the bands 1–4 at EF. As illustrated in Fig. 6a, bands 1 and
especially 4 have strong contributions from Gd 5d states, while
bands 2 and 3 aremainly composed of Ru states with only a small
contribution from Gd states (see detailed analysis of the orbital
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
composition in ESI, Section A†). This allows us to conclude that
band 4 not only fullls the nesting condition, but also has the
most signicant admixture from Gd 5d-states, and thus is the
most likely origin for the peculiarmagnetic structure of GdRu2Si2.

Next, we will test the relation between the nesting vector and
the spiral period. For this, we performed a series of ab initio
calculations where the crystal lattice was stretched or compressed
within the ab plane. Such deformations may lead to signicant
changes in the band structure as well as the spiral period,
providing a possibility to explore the relationship between them.
Fig. 6b demonstrates how the total energy evolves as a function of
the spiral wave number Q for different values of stretching. Note
that the shown curves are arbitrarily shied in the energy scale for
better comparison. For the case of the equilibrium lattice (black
curve), the energy minimum is located at Q = 0.20, which is very
close to the experimental value of Q = 0.22. Upon expansion of
the lattice the minimum shis to lower Q values until the system
becomes ferromagnetic which happens at 11% of stretching.
Upon compression of the lattice the global energy minimum
turns to a local minimum, which shis towards higher Q values
and almost disappears at 2.5% of compression.

We can now determine how the band structure evolves under
lattice deformation. For this, we will look in detail at the two
most interesting bands, namely band 4, which we propose to be
responsible for the spiral-AFM order since it exhibits strong
nesting properties, and band 3, which was proposed in ref. 10.
What we observe as a result of stretching is that band 4 shis up
in energy, while band 3 gets shied down to lower energies. In
both cases the related nesting vector becomes shorter, which is
illustrated in Fig. 6c where the lengths of the proposed nesting
vectors are shown as a function of stretching. The nesting
vectors were measured along the Z–U direction of the BZ shown
in Fig. 5a. Our results indicate a qualitative correlation between
the length of the nesting vectors and the wave number of the
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 6678–6687 | 6683



Fig. 6 (a) Electron band structure near the EF calculated along the Z–U direction of the BZ (see Fig. 5a); the size of the colored symbols
represents the weight of all states of Ru and 5d states of Gd, where theweight for the latter is multiplied by a factor of two. (b) The evolution of the
total energy of the tetragonal cell as a function of the spin-spiral wave numberQ. The cartoon arrow indicates how the minimum of total energy
evolves upon lattice stretching. (c) Calculated evolution of the lengths of the red and blue~k vectors shown in Fig. 5c for bands 3 and 4 at EF. (d)
Band structure of the spiral-AFM state withQ = 0.22(2p/a), calculated using the tetragonal unit cell (the spiral vector ~Q is parallel to the G–X and
Y–X directions). (e) Schematic illustration of the formation of band 4 in the direction along the spiral.

Nanoscale Advances Paper
spiral. Upon stretching, the nesting vector gets shorter for both
bands 3 and 4, while in the same way the spiral wave number
becomes smaller. However, the experimental value of the wave
number Q = 0.22(2p/a) for the equilibrium lattice ts better to
the nesting vector of band 4 than that of band 3 (experimental
value shown as a green star in Fig. 6c). Additionally, the
stretching value at which band 4 shis above EF coincides with
the stretching value of 11% where the calculated Q becomes
zero. Thus, in agreement with our previous statements about
band 4, this band seems to be the probable candidate for the
formation of the spin spiral via d–f hybridization.

To understand further the role of band 4 in the stabilization
of the spiral state, we present the theoretical band structure of
the spiral-AFM state in Fig. 6d. These calculations were per-
formed using the so-called generalized Bloch conditions. In this
formalism, for the case of a rotating spin, the wave function has
the form of the following spinor

Jð~rÞ ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p
X

~R

0
B@

eið~k�~Q=2Þ$~Rf[
�
~r� ~R

�

eið~kþ~Q=2Þ$~RfY
�
~r� ~R

�
1
CA; (1)

summing over all unit cells. To ensure spin rotation, the quasi-
momentum~k gains an additional quantity of �~Q=2 that results
in the respective translation of bands in the reciprocal space.
This is schematically illustrated in Fig. 6e. In the paramagnetic
phase, the states of band 4 at EF at the two sides of the M point
are separated by the nesting vector ~Q which coincides with the
spin spiral wave vector. Upon translation by �~Q=2 the two sides
of the band cross at the M point. The exchange interaction
results in the opening of a magnetic gap D at the M point. The
related decrease in the energy of the occupied states results in
stabilization of the spiral. At the same time, bands 2 and 3
remain almost unchanged due to the small contribution of the
Gd 5d orbitals.
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It is worth noting that an experimental observation of the
predicted magnetic gap with ARPES is very challenging. First,
the band structure in Fig. 6d cannot be directly compared with
ARPES data because of the redenition of the quasimomentum
~k: The experimental measurements have to be compared with
the unfolded bands from the supercell calculations shown in
Fig. 3f. One can see that the discussed gap D in band 4 is
present in the supercell calculation, although it appears shied
by ~Q=2 from the �M point. Moreover, it does not look like a real
gap since it is formed only between the low-intensity replica
bands which cannot be reliably detected in our ARPES data.
Instead, we were able to detect the aforementioned pseudogap
formed in band 1 that is of magnetic origin and thus indicates
the formation of the spiral-AFM state.
2.6 Magnetic interaction

To understand in more detail the nature of magnetic interac-
tion in the system, we calculated exchange coupling constants
from rst-principles calculations applying the magnetic force
theorem as it is implemented within the multiple scattering
theory.16,17 The exchange coupling constants, Jij represent the
direct and indirect overlap between wave functions partici-
pating in the magnetic interaction between atoms i and j. A full
Fourier transform, Jð~QÞ is proportional to the total energy,
whose minimum, i.e. the ground state, corresponds to the
maximum of Jð~QÞ: To determine the ground state, Jð~QÞ was
computed along high symmetry directions of the BZ using
various density functional approximations. The HSE06 hybrid
functional is the best approach for describing the magnetic
bulk band structure of GdRu2Si2 (see the discussion in ESI,
Section A†). Unfortunately, this method is not yet implemented
within the multiple scattering theory. Therefore, we used a GGA
+ U functional to obtain exchange coupling constants. It should
be noted that previously reported rst-principles studies of this
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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system were carried out using a bare GGA functional.10,12

Unfortunately, the GGA + U approximation cannot fully repro-
duce the band structure obtained with the HSE06 hybrid func-
tional. Nevertheless, the Gd 4f states are pushed down in energy
within this approach and the band structure in the Fermi level
vicinity with the exception of several features looks similar to
that obtained within the HSE06 functional (ESI, Section A†).

Jð~QÞ calculated along the high symmetry directions show
three peaks: one is between G and X, the second is between X and
M, and the third is between G and Z (see ESI, Section B and
Fig. S2a†). The global maximum, which corresponds to the total
energy minimum, determines a spiral magnetic structure within
the Gd layer. The Q vector of this maximum is in a good agree-
ment with our calculations within generalized Bloch conditions
and experiments. However the presence of two other peaks with
similar magnitudes indicates a competition between three
various magnetic orders: two intra- and one inter-layer spirals.
We point out here that the results might be not fully correct,
since the approximation used does not provide a full agreement
with the HSE06 hybrid functional calculations. Another
approach we have tried, a self-interaction correction (SIC)
method, delivers a similar picture (see ESI, Fig. S2b†), although
Jð~QÞ is about two times smaller than that obtained within the
GGA + U approach. The latter fact is because the SIC method
usually overestimates the localization of SI-corrected orbitals.
However, both approaches predict a similar magnetic structure.

The next question arises about the origin of spirals in
GdRu2Si2. A structurally similar system, GdRh2Si2, exhibits
a robust layerwise antiferromagnetic ordering with a relatively
high Néel temperature of 107 K.18 We think there are two main
reasons for such a strong difference between these two AFM
materials. First, Rh has one 4d electron more than Ru. Therefore,
Rh–Si hybridization is essentially distinct from that between Ru
and Si atoms. The additional Rh 4d electron weakens the Gd–Si
coupling and Gd has more 5d electrons for the intra-layer
magnetic coupling between the Gd 4f local moments, which
results in a strong ferromagnetic order within the Gd layers.
Indeed, the magnetic interaction between the nearest Gd
moments in GdRh2Si2 is much stronger than that in GdRu2Si2:
5.1 meV vs. 0.7 meV, while the inter-layer magnetic coupling in
both systems is of a similar magnitude. The second reason for the
stronger intra-layer coupling in GdRh2Si2 is the slight difference
in the lattice parameters in these materials. Lanthanides are well
known for a sensitive dependence of their magnetic properties on
the structure. Thus, a strong reduction of the intra-layermagnetic
interaction in GdRu2Si2 leads to magnetic frustration and spiral
formation in this material. Our analysis indicates that the
magnetic interaction between Gd 4f local moments is mainly
mediated by conduction electrons. Although our ARPES experi-
ments and DFT calculations do not conrm the nesting found in
ref. 10, the magnitude of the respective vector which was dis-
cussed in ref. 10 is similar to that of the nesting vector at the
corner of the BZ which was found in our study. Combining our
nding and the discussion made in ref. 10 we conclude that the
RKKY interaction is the dominant mechanism for helical
magnetism in this system. The helical magnetic order arises due
to a competition of in-plane and out-of-plane antiferromagnetic
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
interactions, which could lead to a skyrmion formation without
a strong spin–orbit coupling in the system.19

3 Conclusions

In summary, applying momentum-resolved photoemission
measurements and ab initio DFT calculations, we explored the
bulk and surface electronic structure of the helical antiferro-
magnetic material GdRu2Si2. The ARPES-derived data, taken for
GdRu2Si2 in the paramagnetic phase, reveal sharp patterns con-
taining the surface and bulk-projected electron states which allow
the exploration of how these states are modied upon the PM–

AFM phase transition. Comparison of the ARPES data taken from
the AFM phase of GdRu2Si2 with the results of ab initio DFT
calculations allowed us to identify the bulk-related states which
are intrinsic for the spiral order of 4f moments. Namely, we
detected a pseudogap within the bulk continuum states close to
EF which is seen as a “sickle-moon” shaped spectral feature. A
rather good agreement of experimental and theoretical results
allowed us to characterize in detail the properties and orbital
composition of the Fermi surface of GdRu2Si2. Note that our
results do not conrm the prediction of the existence of the
nested three-dimensional barrel-shaped FS near the G-point
which was reported recently.10 Instead, we found a nested FS
sheet at the corner of the BZ, supporting the recent results re-
ported in ref. 14. Our theoretical analysis suggests that this
feature possesses a strong admixture of 5d-states of Gd. We show
that stretching or compressing the crystal lattice within the ab
plane essentially inuences the Gd 5d states nesting vector and
consequently changes the period of the magnetic spiral in the Gd
4f spin channel. The obtained results allow us to conclude that
the RKKY interaction is the most plausible mechanism which
denes the spiral magnetic order in GdRu2Si2 and is responsible
for the emergence of skyrmions in this material. Although in
GdRu2Si2 the skyrmion phase emerged at rather low temperature
the deep understanding of the underlying skyrmion physics in
the centrosymmetric systems may help to predict novel materials
where the nano-size skyrmions may appear at essentially higher
temperature, and perhaps even at room temperature. Essentially,
in this centrosymmetric type of compound with the ThCr2Si2
structure type, multiple magnetic systems with d- and f-magnetic
moments exist, partially with rather high ordering temperatures
(for a review seeM. Shatruk20). In particular, in the discussed class
of materials there are some antiferromagnets, like CeCo2P2 with
a rather high temperature of the magnetic order (TN = 440 K).21,22

Since magnetism in most of the rare earth compounds with
a centrosymmetric crystal structure is mainly driven by the RKKY
interaction, these systems can be promising to develop magnetic
skyrmions without a strong Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction.

4 Methods

Single crystals of GdRu2Si2 were grown from indium ux using
high purity starting materials Gd (99.9%, EvoChem), Ru
(99.95%, EvoChem), Si (99.9999%, Wacker) and In (99.9995%,
Schuckard) and a modied Bridgman method as described in
ref. 23. Gd, Ru, Si, and In were used in the ratio of Gd : Ru : Si : In
Nanoscale Adv., 2023, 5, 6678–6687 | 6685
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= 1 : 2 : 2 : 24. The crystal growth was performed in a vertical
furnace (GERO HTRV 70-250/18) (Tmax = 1600 °C), with a slow
cooling period with a rate of 1–4 K h−1 down to 850 °C followed
by fast cooling to room temperature with 300 K h−1. The crystals
were separated from the ux by etching in hydrochloric acid.
We obtained platelet-shaped crystals with typical dimensions of
3 mm × 3 mm and a thickness of 50–100 mm.

ARPES experiments were performed at the ULTRA end-
station of the SIS-X09LA beamline, Swiss Light Source, and at
the BLOCH beamline, MAX-IV laboratory in Lund. Both ARPES
endstations were equipped with a Scienta R4000 analyser. The
single-crystal samples of GdRu2Si2 were cleaved in situ under
ultra-high vacuum conditions better than 10−10 mbar.

Electronic structure calculations were carried out within the
density functional theory using the projector augmented-wave
(PAW) method24,25 as implemented in the VASP code.26 The
exchange–correlation energy was treated using the generalized
gradient approximation27 for most calculations. The Gd poten-
tial when strongly localized valence 4f electrons are treated as
core states was used for non-magnetic calculations. The stan-
dard Gd potential in which the 4f electrons are treated as
valence states was used for spin-polarized calculations of
magnetic phases. To correctly describe the highly correlated Gd
4f electrons, we include the correlation effects within both the
HSE06 screened hybrid functional28 and the GGA + U method.29

The values of U and J parameters were taken to be 6.7 eV and
0.7 eV, respectively, which give a good agreement with the
HSE06 band structure. Additionally we use the Slater-type DFT-
1/2 self-energy correction method30,31 with a partially (quater-
nary) ionized silicon potential for better describing hybridiza-
tion between deep Gd f and Si pxy orbitals. To simulate the
spiral magnetic state we consider spin spirals with two different
methods. The rst is to explicitly construct the spiral in
a supercell using noncollinear magnetic moments in the yz-
plane, perpendicular to the spin spiral propagation vector
(along the x direction) and the second approach is to use a spin
spiral method to simulate spirals in the unit cell with general-
ized Bloch conditions.32 In the rst case we use BandUP code33,34

to unfold the supercell band structure onto the 1 × 1 BZ.
Additional band structure calculations for the paramagnetic
phase (Fig. 5c) were performed with the Gd 4f states in the core
using FPLO-18.00-52 code (improved version of the original
FPLO code by K. Koepernik and H. Eschrig35). The results are in
perfect agreement with those obtained with the VASP code. All
presented ball-and-stick atomic structures were visualized with
VESTA.36 The Fermi surface was determined on a dense 27 × 27
× 23 k-point mesh and visualized by using FermiSurfer.37
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